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Abstract: Since the beginning of the 2000s, China has embarked on an unprecedented path of economic development, as

evidence of which is the largest economic project of the XXI century initiated by the People's Republic of China. The global Belt
and Road Initiative announced by the first person of the country, Xi Jinping, is a shortened name of the „Silk Road Economic Belt‟
and „XXI Century Maritime Silk Road‟. It covers the Asia-Pacific, Europe, Central Asia, Southeast Asia, West Asia, and Africa and
involves more than a hundred countries, international organizations, and leading economic actors. The main participants in the
project are China, Mongolia, Russia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Poland, Germany, the Netherlands, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Iran, and India. The article reviews the role of the Chinese project in a global context. The paper focuses on the role
and purpose of Georgia in the Belt and Road Initiative. This study will try to reveal the results for the benefit of Georgia, which is
one of the participating countries, and the role of China through research to be made from documents and academic studies on
the subject. Georgia tries to conduct its relations with China, as a partner in the project, with a policy of balance without
disturbing its relations with the West.
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INTRODUCTION
At the outset, it is important to note that the term „Silk Road‟ belongs to the
famous XIX century German scientist, Ferdinand von Richthofen, who first used the word
in his work in 1877. From 1868 to 1872, Richthofen traveled to China seven times and
made significant contributions to the study of Chinese culture and tradition (Embassy of
the Federal Republic of Germany 2015, 4). However, historically, the earliest stages of
the ancient „Great Silk Road‟ date back to the II century BC. It was a transcontinental
trade-caravan route that connected ancient China to the Western civilization. In 130 AD.,
during the reign of Emperor Wu of the Khan dynasty, the „Silk Road‟ reached its zenith
of development. High-quality Chinese silk (and not only silk) was very popular in
Byzantium and Parthia (Sasanian Iran) (Mark 2021).
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To control the section of the „Silk Road‟ which ran through the Middle East, there
were severe conflicts between Byzantium and Parthia, involving Arabs from the VII
century and later the Mongols as well (Szostak 2021, 1) (Image 1).

Image 1: Ancient Silk Road Map (Source: Amazing Iran 2021)

From 1453, after the Ottomans conquered Eastern Rome (Byzantine Empire) as a
consequence of which the „Silk Road‟ gradually lost its significance (Pears 1886, 13). The
strong wave of changes in the late Middle Ages further reduced the urgency of the „Silk
Road‟. One of the biggest epochs in the history of mankind, known as the „Great
Geographical Discovery‟ began when the Europeans (primarily the Portuguese and the
Spaniards) explored new ocean routes bypassing Africa. A product of these events was
colonialism.
At the end of the XIX century and the beginning of the XX century, several
projects were proposed by the world's leading players to rebuild the „Silk Road‟ over
again. In these projects Georgia, along with its natural neighbor Azerbaijan, was
undoubtedly perceived. Europe-Caucasus-Asia (TRACECA) Transport Corridor, initiated
by the EU in 1993 (TRACECA 2019-2020); INOGATE - initiated by the US Legislature in
1999 (INOGATE 2020) and the US Silk Road Strategy Act - approved by the US in 2011
are clear examples of the mentioned (Vekua 2018, 3-4). However, the most effective is
the initiative proposed by the President of China, which radically changes the economic
balance of power on the Eurasian continent. Obviously, in the new geopolitical reality,
parts of the changes are occurring in the South Caucasus region and, consequently, in
Georgia as well.
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THE GLOBAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE IN BRIEF
Xi Jinping's global initiative is a clear example that China eventually deviated from
the foreign policy course of Deng Xiaoping, one of the most prominent figures in the
country's history, and the initiator of a series of grand reforms, who saw isolation as a
key condition for the country's long-term development. In his view, China should have
been less involved in „risky affairs‟ and should have only focused on strengthening
domestic statehood. While there has been controversy in analytical circles over the
dimension of the Belt and Road Initiative - economically or geopolitically, Xi Jinping has
already been awarded the title of „Prominent Chinese Leader‟, along with Mao Zedong,
and Deng Xiaoping (Mamradze 2017).
The Belt and Road Initiative, which many scholars even call the „Marshall Plan of
China‟, aims to create stable zones between the West and the East, develop economic
and cultural relations, and establish a new strategy of the balance of power on the
Eurasian continent, which is fundamental to peace and prosperity in Eurasia (Sarker,
Hossin, and Yin 2018, 623-638). The project has a real opportunity to drastically “change
the global economic landscape. It is becoming a major exporter of technology, a World
Trade Center, and a major hub for central e-commerce” (Aroshidze 2018, 37). The main
directions of the economic zone are:
 North (China-Central Asia-Russia-Europe) - up to the Baltic Sea.
 Central (China-Central and West Asia-Persian Gulf-Mediterranean).
 South (China-Southeast Asia-South Asia-Indian Ocean).
 From Chinese ports - across the South China Sea to the South Pacific.
 From Chinese ports - across the South China Sea to the Indian Ocean. From the
Indian Ocean to Europe (Aroshidze 2018, 37) (Image 2).

Image 2: Corridors of Power (Source: Standard Chartered 2021)
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From the beginning, the „Silk Road Economic Belt‟ project had six main directions.
These are the New Eurasian Land Bridge, the China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor,
the „Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor‟, the Indochina Economic Corridor, the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, and the Bangladesh-China Economic Corridor
(Papava 2017, 4). Among them, the Georgia-Azerbaijan section (Caucasus Tandem) is
represented in the „Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor‟. On the other hand, a
visible example of a strategic partnership and cooperation between Georgia and
Azerbaijan is the 826-kilometer Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway, which was officially opened on
30 October 2017. It has great geopolitical significance and plays an important role in the
functioning of the Belt and Road Initiative (Chitadze 2021). Not only it connects the
countries directly involved in the project but also ensures the shipment of cargo from
Asia to Europe. It is estimated that by 2034, 17 million tons of cargo will also be possible
to be transported by rail. It is not accidental that in the scientific circles the „Baku-TbilisiKars‟ railway is also referred to as the „Iron Silk Road‟ (Papava 2008, 47).
If we compare the „Europe-Caucasus-Asia‟ (TRACECA) transport corridor with the
„Silk Road Economic Belt‟ - „Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor‟, we see that there
are some fundamental differences between those projects (TRACECA 2019-2020). In
addition to the fact that the „Europe-Caucasus-Asia‟ project was initiated by the West in particular, by the European Union, and the „Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor‟
by the East - in particular, by China, it is clear that the first project is designed for
transporting goods and the second is more multifunctional and combines many other
areas as well. In the early 2000s, there was a widespread belief in scientific and academic
circles that Georgia's function as a transit country would eventually “grow into a
complex economic project, contributing to the development of various sectors of the
economy” (Papava 2017).
Russian Federation, which was initially considered one of the biggest threats to
the project, became a real challenge to the way of implementing the „Silk Road
Economic Belt‟ project („Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor‟). The different visions
and interests related to security issues should also be highlighted. For instance, China
and Japan are perceived as rivals in the economic context whilst the involvement of
India in the project is hampered by the Kashmir conflict. Another impediment to the
implementation of the Silk Road is terrorism which itself “poses a threat to human
rights, which include the fundamental right to life” (Kiknadze 2007, 51) and remains one
of the major problems in the modern world and the most important challenge of
international security (Maisaia and Khanjaliashvili 2020, 116; Maisaia 2005, 147). The
United States is one of the project's most vocal opponents, whose foreign security
strategy names China, Russia, and Iran as its main rivals, while official Beijing, Moscow,
and Tehran, in turn, widely spread anti-American narratives and demonize Western
institutions.
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In response to the Belt and Road Initiative, Russia launched a new project in 2016
– „Greater Eurasian Partnership‟ as a continuation of the Eurasian Economic Union. If the
Eurasian Economic Union consists of Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Armenia,
and Belarus, the Greater Eurasian Partnership is a far-reaching and ambitious unification
of nations which along the abovementioned countries includes China, India, Iran, and
Turkey (Nurgaliyeva 2016, 93-96). From Russia's point of view, such a configuration of
countries is a vital task in “balancing the threats posed by the United States and its
allies” (Karaganov 2016). From Russia's perspective, the Great Eurasian Partnership is not
only an economic project of global significance, but it also has a deep geopolitical and
ideological character, as Russia has always played a major role in dominating the
Eurasian continent. In his book „American Strategy in World Politics‟, the author Nicholas
J. Spykman argued that Eurasia, including the Bering Sea from the Baltic Sea onwards, is
called the „Eurasian Rimland‟ and that it is the cornerstone of world domination.
Spykman formulated Mackinder‟s theses of geopolitics as follows: “Who controls the
Rimland rules Eurasia, who rules Eurasia controls the destinies of the world” (Gorgiladze
2009, 36).
Although the interests of Moscow and Beijing often strictly oppose each other,
they still maintain a competitive and at the same time cooperative nature. Some
scholars predict that a positive geopolitical rapprochement between Russia and China
over the past few years could lead to the merging of the „Silk Road Economic Belt‟ and
the Eurasian Economic Union. According to some scholars, Chinese Eurasianism has not
been observed yet. It is especially interesting to discuss the Chinese project in a
theoretical context. It is thought that since the 2000s, both the domestic and foreign
policy of the People's Republic of China has been based on the ethical-political doctrine
of Confucius, as evidence of which might be considered the words of the Chinese
President at the World Peace Forum in 2012. Confucius's basic views, postulates, and
philosophical teachings develop the idea that only nonviolent and legal methods could
establish peace and stability between the states. He argues that it is important to care
for the well-being of not only his nation but also for the people of the world in general.
According to Confucius, public order is based solely on the foundations of morality, and
true, pure human relations are achieved through humanism, love, and respect.
Thus, one could argue that the traces of Confucianism in modern Chinese foreign
policy, which develops the view that the main goal of the Belt and Road Initiative is to
build a stable, harmonious economic world. The mentioned view ignores the principles
of „complex interdependence theory‟ formulated by Norman Angel in his „Great Illusion‟
and developed by Joseph Nye and Robert Keohane (1989, 30-32) as an independent
theory of international relations later on. The authors Nye and Keohane concluded that
when the balance of economic power between the leading states increases, it might
become more of a cause for confrontation than cooperation and cohabitation (Gvalia
2020).
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The other scholars go further and believe that China's strong economic prosperity
in the XXI century is viewed in a negative prism, as it threatens not only the Eurasian
continent but the entire civilized world. According to them, humanity is already facing
the threat of Chinese imperialism, which opposes the hegemony of the United States
and its universal values (Allison 2017). A clear example of Beijing's rise is its ambitious
geopolitical project - the Belt and Road Initiative. The mentioned opinion is shared by
the Turkish scientist A. Erol who believes that the implementation of the Belt and Road
Initiative will “create a kind of hegemony of Chinese culture in the world” (Erol 2021).
THE BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE AND GEORGIA
Georgia is a small country in the South Caucasus region. It is bounded to the
West by the Black Sea, to the North by Russian Federation. To the South, the country
shares borders with Turkey and Armenia and to the Southeast with Azerbaijan. The
territory of Georgia is 69.700 square kilometers and the population of the country
reaches about 3.78 million (Georgia country profile 2021). Georgia is situated at a
strategically important crossroads between Western Asia and Eastern Europe, Black and
Caspian Seas; it is positioned along the shortest routes between China and Europe. For
this reason, throughout history, the country attracted considerable interest in the
world's greatest Empires, such as the Russian, Roman, Ottoman, Mongol, and Persian
Empires. Georgia was eventually annexed by the Russian Empire in the XIX century.
Following the dissolution of the USSR, the country regained independence from the
Soviet Union; however civil wars broke out in the country due to the two separatist
regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
Georgia hosts two central pipelines: Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil and Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum
gas pipelines (Image 3) which run from the Caspian Sea to Europe, bypassing Georgian
territory and transport Caspian hydrocarbon resources to Europe (Lomia 2017, 116). In
the XXI century, Georgia once again attracted worldwide attention since it represents a
critical transport node on the Belt and Road Initiative between China and Europe.
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Image 3: South Caucasus – International Energy Crossroad (Source: The Foreign Policy Council 2021)

While the US remains Georgia's strongest and the most significant partner
abroad Georgia has become a leading recipient of the US financial aid in Eurasia, which
covers a wide range of priority areas in political, economic, military, and cultural fields.
Georgia, in turn, has achieved significant progress in strengthening democratic values
and principles in a very short time and aims to develop modern state institutions
(Maisaia and Mikadze 2020, 134). There are strong grounds to believe that Georgia is
the most democratic state in the Caucasus region whose international rankings, in terms
of democratic development, are constantly increasing (Nikoleishvili and Kiknadze 2020,
129).
The People's Republic of China established diplomatic relations with Georgia on 9
June 1992 (Charaia and Anguridze 2020, 2). Bilateral ties have strengthened gradually
since the beginning of the XXI century. Cooperation is mostly confined to the economic
sphere, focusing on FDI and trade. Trade relations between the countries were
established in 1992 as well (Larsen 2017, 5). According to Larsen (2017, 4), Georgia
possesses three key features that make it attractive as a participant in China's Belt and
Road initiative: “Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with both the EU and China; an outlet to
the Black Sea and overland links with Turkey, which offer platforms from which China
can more efficiently conduct trade with the European Union; and a flexible position at
the fulcrum of two regional formats, GUAM and AGT” (Larsen 2017, 4).
Georgia joined the Silk Road Initiative on 9 March 2015, when a new Silk Road
Memorandum was signed between the People's Republic of China and Georgia (Charaia
and Anguridze 2020, 5). This document led to the foundation for a new type of
cooperation between China and Georgia, in the fields of infrastructure, logistics, energy,
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agriculture, and other areas, which significantly increased Chinese investment in
Georgia. A large-scale Silk Road Forum is held in Tbilisi every two years and it includes
the hundreds of leading economists, politicians and journalists, official representatives
of the governments of Georgia, China, and other countries as well. The first forum was
co-organized by the Prime Minister of Georgia and the People's Republic of China, and
since then it has played a major role in the development and promotion of the Belt and
Road Initiative in the Caucasus region (Charaia and Anguridze 2020, 7).
As highlighted by Mamradze “historical ancient „Great Silk Road‟ passed through
Georgia and the country, historically, has had friendly relations with ancient civilizations,
including China” (Mamradze 2017). The relationship based on mutual trust and
cooperation between the former President of Georgia Eduard Shevardnadze and thenPresident of China Deng Xiaoping deserves special attention as well. A visible illustration
of this is the built of a hydroelectric power station in Georgia, with the support of China
in Georgia during the most difficult period for Tbilisi (Mamradze 2017). Negotiations on
Free Trade Agreement between China and Georgia began in September 2015 and
entered an active phase in 2018. Georgia became the first country in the region to have
a free trade agreement with both China and the European Union. Today, China is
Georgia‟s leading trading partner, and Chinese investment in the country is significantly
growing in recent years (Image 4).

Image 4: Share of the Top Trading Partners in Total Exports in January-July 2021
(Source: National Statistics Office of Georgia)
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Although China is a relatively new market for Georgia, the demand for Georgian
products in the country is growing monthly. Georgian producers import wine, mineral
drinks, nuts, fish and seafood, fruits, vegetables, honey, tea, plastic products, etc., to
China. Georgian wine is especially popular in the Chinese market. Since 2018, more than
30 Chinese companies have actively been working with the Georgian side to ensure a
high degree of credibility (Charaia and Anguridze 2020, 20-21).
In this prism, the implementation of the „Anaklia Deepwater Port‟ project is
especially important, which is a vital factor in ensuring the country's security and
credibility in an international arena. According to the Chinese project, the 20.5-meterlong deep-water port of Anaklia will be used for transiting goods from China to the
European market (Aroshidze 2018).
CONCLUSION
Following the initiation of Xi Jinping‟s Belt and Road Initiative, China has become
a center of global influence. It received the status of great power and became an
important factor in today‟s world order. In this way, China's rise to the way of global
hegemony „has started‟. The Belt and Road Initiative aims to deepen the links between
China and Europe by expanding the transport network through railways and ports. This
will also lead to a significant reduction in transportation costs. Numerous studies have
shown that the „revival‟ of the historic „Silk Road‟ will significantly increase the South
Caucasus-China relations and bring economic benefits for both sides.
Today, China is Georgia's third-largest economic partner. Trade and economic
turnover between Georgia and China exceed one billion dollars. With the involvement of
Georgia in the Chinese project, the country will receive the greatest economic benefits,
first of all by attracting investments from China. This, in turn, may become a unique
opportunity for the country. Thus, the Georgian government should make every effort to
establish closer relations with China. Georgian-Chinese cooperation is especially
beneficial for Tbilisi, not only in an economic but also in a political context. The People‟s
Republic of China hugely supports the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Georgia
and does not recognize Abkhazia and South Ossetia as independent states.
Therefore, the realization of the Belt and Road Initiative gives Georgia another
unique opportunity to become a hub connecting China and the EU and enjoy the
economic benefits gained through this. Georgia has already signed a free trade
agreement with China and a „deep and comprehensive free trade agreement‟ with the
European Union, which is a significant achievement for the country. The project is also of
great importance in the geopolitical context. The construction of the „Anaklia Sea
project‟ of Georgia has further worsened the US-China relations as well, which in turn,
has already been illustrated in the economic war between Washington and Beijing.
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The US is the main strategic partner of Georgia and Georgia has to first and
utmost maintained the positive dynamic of the Georgian-American relations. It is
significant to note that Georgia's pro-Western orientation has been defined from the
very first day of its independence and even though there have been several changes of
regime, the country has never altered its long-defined strategic choice. Former Georgian
Presidents Zviad Gamsakhurdia and Eduard Shevardnadze took the first steps towards
Georgia's pro-Western course, which has been strengthened by Mikheil Saakashvili.
Whilst Bidzina Ivanishvili's pro-Russian orientation, at first, raised concerns in Georgian
political elites that the US-Georgian relations would undergo certain negative changes
and Russian-Georgian relations would improve instead, nevertheless, the Georgian
government has continued moving in the right direction and has further deepened the
partnership with the United States. Thus, the Georgian government has to carry out a
constructive, consistent, and reasonable foreign policy with China not to irritate the US.
On the other hand, Georgia's involvement in the Chinese project will contribute
to the further socio-economic development of the country and economically strong
Georgia is in the direct interests of the US as well. As for Russia, Moscow seeks to
maintain its influence in the Central and South Caucasus region. However, since the
„Central Asia-West Asia‟ economic corridor does not run directly into Russian territory,
successful implementation of the Chinese project is not in Moscow's interests.
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